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people in the news
The California Correctional
Center recently awarded 2020 Officer
of the Year award to Correctional Sgt.
Geoffrey Gulbransen. The honor is
part of the Lassen County Veterans
of Foreign Wars, Post 2381, annual
recognition of local law enforcement and
firefighting agencies.
Gulbransen began his CDCR career
in June 2008 as a Correctional Officer at
the California Correctional Center. His

Gulbranson

leadership qualities ultimately earned
him a promotion as a Correctional
Sergeant in 2013. He later became
CCC’s Investigative Services Unit
Sergeant. According to CCC officials,
Sgt. Gulbransen’s leadership abilities
and effective motivation of his staff has
produced outstanding results.
Over the past three years, his
team of investigators successfully:
Apprehended more than 18 incarcerated

people who have walked away from
the northern conservation camps;
made more than 50 arrests of people
not incarcerated for various crimes
committed in collaboration with
incarcerated people at CCC or the
camps; and completed hundreds of
criminal investigations; and completed
more than 400 Security Threat Group
validations.
The Texas Department of Public
Safety recently announced Travis
Considine as the Assistant Chief
of the Media and Communications
Office. Stationed at DPS’ Austin
headquarters, Considine most recently
worked as Communications Director
for Senator John Cornyn’s re-election
campaign. Prior to that, he worked in
the private sector as a Communications
Manager for Uber’s U.S. Policy &
Communications team.

Considine
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With Considine’s hiring, the Office
of Media and Government Relations will
be divided into two offices: The Office
of Media and Communications and the
Office of Government Relations. Kevin
Cooper will continue in his role as the
Chief of Government Relations.
“In addition to possessing a deep
background in communications and
public relations, Travis understands
how law enforcement agencies and
government leaders can work together
to better serve the public from his own
professional and personal experiences,”
said DPS Director Steven McCraw.
Considine graduated from the
George Washington University in
Washington, D.C., with a Bachelor
of Arts degree in Political Science.
Considine comes from a law
enforcement family. His father is
currently a Lieutenant with the
San Bernardino County Sheriff’s
Department.
Mississippi Governor Tate Reeve
recently awarded Mississippi
Department of Corrections Deputy
Commissioner of Institutions Jeworski
“Jay” Mallett with the 2020 “Excellence
in State Government” award.
The Excellence in Government
awards for Mississippi were established
in 2012 by the Mississippi State
Personnel Board to “recognize
state employees who’ve exemplified

people in the news
for numerous industries—including
corrections— recently announced Alain
Grinbaum as Senior Sales Director.
Grinbaum has assumed direct
responsibility for Senstar’s sales
functions for many of Senstar’s global
locations, including Canada. He brings
a strong security background to
Senstar, spending several years as an

entrepreneur in the industry, as well
as holding senior roles with Aasset
Security and Hanwha Techwin Europe.
“Senstar offers complete and
sophisticated security solutions on their
own and/or in combination to provide
increased capabilities and options,”
said Grinbaum. “I am pleased to be
joining a company with such a strong

commitment to fulfilling customer needs
with top quality technologies, services,
and support.”

Mallett

innovation in public administration at
state and local levels and who have
demonstrated their commitment to
public work.”
After graduating Alcorn State
University, then Delta State
University with an MBA, Mallett
joined the Mississippi Department of
Corrections in 2000. He was assigned
to the maximum-security cellblock of
Mississippi State Penitentiary and was
Director of Records from 2013 to 2020
when he became Deputy Commissioner
of Institutions. A member of the
American Correctional Association,
Mallett has worked with several criminal
justice agencies across the United
States. He is the first MDOC employee
to win Mississippi’s Excellence in State
Government award.
California Governor Gavin Newsom
recently appointed B as Deputy Director
of Facility Support.
Callahan has served as Acting
Deputy Director of Facility Support
since 2020. He was warden at
Chuckawalla Valley State Prison from
2017 to 2019, and Chief Deputy Warden
from 2013 to 2016.
Callahan was Associate Warden at
Valley State Prison for Women from
2008 to 2013, and Correctional Business
Manager there from 2005 to 2007. He
held several positions at Centinela State
Prison from 2007 to 2008, and from
1995 to 2005. These positions included
Associate Warden, Correctional
Business Manager, Procurement
and Services Officer and Vocational
Instructor.
Senstar, a leader in video
management, video analytics and
perimeter intrusion detection solutions
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Anchored and impact-resistant, Attenda® furniture
maximizes tight spaces with built-in storage.
The seamless design is easy to clean and sanitize.

Highly Sanitary.
Anti-Ligature.
Tamper-Resistant.
Contraband Resistant.

MATTRESSES
Detention Grade.
Infection Control.
Fluid Resistant.
Reversible.
Norix® Mattresses
Tamper-resistant sealed seam mattresses are easy to
clean and provide a barrier to fluids. The radiofrequency
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and durability.
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expert insights - police facilities

Pandemic Design Considerations for Police Facilities
By Larry Hlavacek and Jonathan Tallman
In recent years, community policing
concepts significantly impacted
our approach to the design of law
enforcement facilities. To promote
close connections between law
enforcement officers and community
members, our designs incorporate

www.grwinc.com

flexible use zones that develop areas
of community engagement including
the main entrance lobby, public plazas,
community meeting/training rooms,
and memorial and display areas.
In 2020, the impact of the COVID-19
pandemic challenged current police
facility design strategies by drastically
changing the way officers interact with

the public on a daily basis. Officers
are confronted with a “new norm” of
conducting police operations in an
ongoing pandemic environment of
restricted interaction with the public
and physical distancing from coworkers.
Faced with this increased potential for
exposure to disease, chemicals, and
hazardous materials, new methods of

Delivering Detention Design
for Today’s Needs
GRW will partner with you to develop a facility design that balances up-front
costs of construction with long-term costs of staffing and operations, all while
keeping staff safety and facility security in the forefront of the design process.

community policing and operations must
be considered, and awareness increased
to address these concerns.

Sanitation and Decontamination
New program spaces for
consideration by law enforcement
agencies include designated sanitation
and decontamination zones. These
spaces provide the front-line defense for
decontamination including contaminated
equipment and uniform removal,
cleansing stations, personal protective
equipment storage and disposal,
officer decontamination, and medical
evaluation.
Dewberry’s design of
decontamination areas is influenced
by our fire station designs, where this
type of specialized space has become
a standard feature in recent years.
Decontamination areas, located at entry
points—or in the case of fire stations,

Escambia County Correctional Facility
A Whitesell Green-Caddell JV /
GRW Team Design-Build Project
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Transparent barriers provided at the front
service counter at the Killeen Police Complex in Texas act as physical and biological
barrier between the public and staff while
maintaining a high degree of transparency.

apparatus bays—limit contaminants
from entering a building and help
maintain a healthy and safe work
environment. These spaces may include:
• An outdoor sand pit or abrasive
walk-off surface to remove contaminants
from boots and shoes
• Bio-hazard waste receptacles for
disposal of contaminated PPE
• Handwashing and sanitizing
stations
• Showers and laundry facilities
• New PPE supply storage for use
within the building
Fire stations now often employ
a progressive system of spaces that
moves personnel from zones of higher
contamination to zones of low to no
contamination. This approach, which
can be instructive to the design of police
stations, consists of red zones—the first

See Expert Insights, page 8

branded content

Kenner, LA – Everybody wins when you utilize
Milnor machines in your correctional facility’s laundry. That’s
because Milnor knows industrial laundry better than anyone. Since
1947, Milnor has been synonymous with high quality, durable commercial laundry
equipment – equipment that has been successfully implemented in correctional
facilities around the world.
Milnor offers a wide range of industrial laundry equipment, featuring washerextractors that range from 25-700 lb capacity, automated tunnel washing systems
for processing several tons of laundry per hour or more, dryers, material handling
systems, and laundry computer networks. Correctional facilities have many
concerns in terms of laundry room operations, such as water and energy costs,
linen life, and safety precautions. Milnor machines are specifically engineered to
address these concerns by offering simple to operate machines that save on water,
energy, linen replacement, and overall ownership costs. From savings to safety –
Milnor machines are designed with each facility’s needs in mind.

RIGID MOUNT WASHER-EXTRACTORS
Smaller jails can benefit from the rigid-mount washer-extractor line, featuring
machines that range in capacity from 40-160 lb. The RinSave® water saving feature,
standard on this line of on-premise laundry equipment, reduces water consumption
by up to 0.4 gallons per pound of linen washed. This exclusive software allows the
basket to reach a precise G-force that “slings” the wash liquor, including water,
chemistry, and soil, out of the goods after a wash step. This results in saving up to
two rinses per load and fill/rinse time, achieving more loads per hour to save on
water costs.
One of the largest expenses of a correctional facility’s laundry is the cost of
linen, and Milnor’s rigid-mount washer-extractors help extend linen life and reduce
rewashes. These machines come standard with spacious wash cylinders that
provide more room for lift and drop action. Thus, the goods open up and absorb
wash and rinse water – ensuring goods get clean the first time. Additionally, each
machine is equipped with safe chemical injections in the rear of the machine,
instead of in the front at eye-level. The chemicals are also diluted and flushed into
the sump of the washer-extractor so that raw chemical does not come in direct
contact with the linen or stainless steel.
Milnor has a proud legacy of durability. The rigid-mount washer extractors
help save on total cost of ownership, helping to save money for years after the
initial investment. Every Milnor design model is tested for a minimum of 1,000
consecutive hours in a high-extract, out-of-state balance. This ensures each design
can stand up to years of use. Additionally, the machines’ frames are built to prevent

concentration of stress in one spot, all structural
components are tied together for optimum stress dispersion, and
tapered roller bearings promote long machine life.
For easy operation, the MilTouch™ control unit featured on each machine in
this line utilizes resistive touchscreen technology and full VGA resolution that
displays a clear and informative screen. With complete programming flexibility,
formulas can be developed on a PC, saved to a USB external memory, and uploaded
with a screen touch. Offering intuitive fault diagnosis and relevant troubleshooting
suggestions, MilTouch control streamlines employee training and eliminates
operator guesswork.
Safety precautions are integral to a correctional facility’s laundry, and Milnor’s
“prison package” feature for rigid-mount washer-extractors ensures that staff and
inmates are in the safest environment possible. To prevent tampering, impact glass
and polyester covers protect the control units. Each component is held together
with fasteners that comply with prison requirements.

PULSEFLOW® TECHNOLOGY FOR AUTOMATED TUNNEL
WASHING SYSTEMS
Larger prisons will benefit from Milnor’s automated tunnel washing system
featuring PulseFlow technology, which enhances dilution and promotes superior
wash quality. PulseFlow technology begins with the patented first module feature,
RecircONE® wet down, to inundate the linen with recirculating water and first
module chemistry, which allows the washing to start immediately, saving time and
the need for dedicated wet down modules. The process continues with True Top
Transfer, where perforated scoops move linen by lifting the goods out of the water,
draining the free water, and sliding the goods into the next compartment. The goods
are submerged in progressively cleaner water – and because goods change baths
upon each transfer, they achieve approximately the equivalent of a second dump and
fill (and nearly twice the dilution of bottom transfer tunnels).
Milnor offers industrial dryers that are compatible with both small and large
loads to create a truly state-of-the-art facility.
Milnor equipment is sold worldwide by the most highly regarded dealer
network. Dealers not only provide complete equipment packages, but can also help
with planning, installing, and technical support.
For more information on how Milnor machines can benefit your correctional
facility laundry, visit www.milnor.com, call 504-712-7656, or contact an authorized
Milnor dealer.
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expert insights - police facilities
Expert Insights, from page 6
areas firefighters enter, yellow zones
that serve as transition areas or buffers,
and finally green or no-contamination
zones. In the red zones, firefighters
drop off equipment and apparel for
cleaning. Yellow zones may include
shower facilities as well as hand washing
facilities. Green zones include the living
areas, break rooms, training spaces,
and offices. In combination with this
sequence, mechanical systems should
incorporate strategies to reduce the risk
of infectious aerosol dissemination.
Through forward-thinking
adjustments to operational flow,

incorporation of decontamination
and sanitation zones, new automation
technology, and improved layouts
of staff workspaces, the risk of
contamination within a police facility
is greatly reduced providing a safer
environment for positive community
engagement and police operation.

Protecting Police Officers & Staff
Law enforcement officers routinely
place themselves at risk in day-to-day
operations, ranging from exposure to
hazardous chemicals, narcotics, and
members of the public who may pose a
disease risk, including COVID-19. The

A breakroom for staff at Countryside Police
Station in Countryside, Ill. provides flexible
seating areas with enough space to allow for
proper physical distancing, and
outdoor areas.

Stay up-to-date with
daily news coverage at
www.Correctionalnews.com
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Break-A-Way™ Shower Curtains

Make the Break
From Traditional
Hooks & Pins!

Imperial Curtains are Getting Easier
No more hooks or pins. Now there’s an
innovative, easy-to-use alternative: Imperial’s
Break-A-Way™ Curtain Hanging System
Curtains should be easy. That’s why you need to
know more about Imperial Fastener’s proven curtain
hanging systems. The Break-A-Way™ System ...
• Custom made to fit any facility

SECURITY HYDRATION
BOTTLE FILLER
F O R

J A I L S

A N D

P R I S O N S

The Ligature-Resistant Bottle Filler with Water Bubbler by Acorn®
is specifically designed for correctional facilities and other
Justice-based applications. This is a vandal-resistant unit that
minimizes ligature points to reduce the opportunity for self-harm
related to ligature attachment. The unit’s bottle filler feature offers
a low-contact way to access fresh, clean drinking water, which can
reduce the spread of germs.

SECUR-CARE
B Y AC O R N EN G IN EE R IN G CO M PA N Y

• Antimicrobial
• Laundering not required
• Reduces maintenance costs
• Creates a safer environment
• Simple to install and use

14 Gauge
Stainless Steel

Rear-Mounted
Bottle/Cup Filler
Drinking Fountain
(DF Optional) Combo

Stainless
Steel Construction

• Fabric in stock for
prompt delivery

Ligature-Resistant
Bottle Filler
Conical Bubbler

• Flame Resistant
• Stain Resistant
Shown above:
Sure Chek™ curtain with
mesh panel at top for
ventilation & clear panel at
bottom for security.

• Tear Resistant
• Fluid Resistant

Just mount the ceiling or wall track using tamper resistant hardware, insert the
special safety tabs, and easily attach the curtains with the continuous loop tape
that’s sewn to the top hem. Imperial can supply any curtain or track you may
need, for any application. Solids and prints, all flame resistant and machine
washable.

Est. 1967

ADA Compliant When correctly installed

Contact us for
samples, specifications,
and pricing.

Ligature-Resistant
Conical Bubbler

Ligature-Resistant
Drain

NEW - LR1671 (shown)

Ligature-Resistant
Dual Push Buttons
for Bottle (left) and
Bubbler (right) Filling

1400 S.W. 8th Street, Pompano Beach, Florida 33069 • email: info@imperialfastener.com

Phone: 954.782.7130 • Fax 954.782.0089
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expert insights - police facilities
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fail to provide appropriate distancing
and sanitation areas for both equipment
and personnel. An improved, one-way
circular operational flow provides
for required physical separation and
establishes dedicated areas to sanitize
equipment and decontaminate personnel
allowing staff areas within the facility to
remain as “clean” zones.
Additional measures to reduce risk
include automatic doors and lighting
controls to reduce areas of contact,
cellphone-controlled applications,
integrated health monitoring stations
at staff and public entrances, and
environmental controls including
UV light sanitation of supply air and
proper humidification levels that limit
the spread of viruses. Finally, smart
workspace planning can help minimize
risks of contamination and infection.
Modular workstations that incorporate
a more isolated design layout instead of
groups of workstations allow for greater
physical distancing and sanitation.
High-use rooms may incorporate UV
disinfection, touch-free controls, and
electrostatic aerosolized disinfection
sprays. Limiting horizontal surfaces
where germs can collect and using
antimicrobial materials with durable

A public lobby at the Killeen Police Complex is sized and arranged to promote physical distancing,
with materials and furniture selected for durability and cleanability.

inclusion of dedicated decontamination
space within police facilities reduces the
risk to these officers, as well as staff and
members of the public. Our designs also
routinely incorporate laundry facilities
alongside locker room areas to address

uniform contamination.
To further reduce the risk of
contamination and infection, operation
flow within law enforcement facilities
should evolve and move away from
historic linear two-way traffic flows that

non-porous surfaces further reduce the
risk and allow for frequent and thorough
disinfection.
Through forward-thinking
adjustments to operational flow,
incorporation of decontamination
and sanitation zones, new automation
technology, and improved layouts
of staff workspaces, the risk of
contamination within a police facility
is greatly reduced providing a safer
environment for positive community
engagement and police operations.

Larry Hlavacek, AIA, SE, is a principal
and the national director of public safety
for Dewberry. Jonathan Tallman, public
safety architecture market segment leader
for Dewberry’s Midwest region with more
than 16 years of experience, was recently
promoted to senior associate by the firm.
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maintenance report

Pandemic-Prompted Maintenance Takes the Forefront
Facilities Combat COVID with Healthy Air, Better Detection & Other Approaches
Facility maintenance has been thrown
a big curveball with the coronavirus
impact. Here’s a look at a few tools and
tech resources at the forefront of modern
maintenance in the wake of COVID-19.

Wayne County Confronts COVID
While cleaning can be considered
a key part of facility management, the
ongoing pandemic has made it clear that
yesterday’s
approaches—particularly
to
air
cleanliness—must
make
advancements for the sake of inmate and
staff health and safety.
With that in mind, a trio of Wayne
County jails are reportedly the first

detention facilities in the U.S. to implement
groundbreaking
heated
filtration
technology units to tackle the spread of
COVID-19, according to the Detroit Free
Press and other reliable sources.
To date, 12 Integrated Viral Protection
(IVP) units have been installed at five
Wayne County buildings (three jails
and two administrative buildings). Via
powerful circulation, the IVP units catch
and kill airborne viruses — including
tuberculosis, influenza as well as the novel
coronavirus — while disinfecting the air.
The Wayne County Sheriff’s Office
has been hit hard by the pandemic and
has lost multiple personnel members,
including one officer and one commander.
According to the sheriff’s office, 270

Invixium and Gallagher are helping
maintain facility safety via a new
collaboration.

Photo Credit: IVP

By CN Staff

One of 12 IVP units installed in
Wayne County recently to disinfect
the air and kill viruses.

Photo Credit: Gallagher

members have tested positive throughout
the pandemic.
IVP was founded in response to
COVID-19 and is now reportedly
implementing the system at correctional
facilities in California, Texas, Delaware,
Florida and Ohio.
The IVP system provides an additional
element of protection in the efforts to
slow the spread of the novel coronavirus.
Other endeavors include biweekly staff
testing and robust sanitization.
The sheriff’s office so far has employed
12 venue mobile units and 10 room mobile
units in five facilities. The system is fully

operational at the county’s Division I, II
and III jails, the sheriff’s headquarters on
Woodward Avenue in Detroit, according
to The Free Press, and its road patrol
office on Henry Ruff Road in Westland.
According to IVP, the technology has
been proven at the Galveston National
Laboratory to destroy 99.999% of
COVID-19, instantaneously with a single
pass, without impacting the ambient
air temperature. The core technology
inside of IVP devices is a specialized
heated filtration filter meeting ASHRAE
standards. It also destroys anthrax spores
(99.98%) in the same tests, on contact. No
other existing air filter can catch and kill
airborne COVID-19, instantaneously.
The system can also be integrated
into current HVAC systems. IVP has
developed mobile devices and HVAC
filters that can be retrofitted or forward
fitted, in-line, into any existing residential
or commercial system. The biodefense
filter uses three-phase power and has
separate controls from the main HVAC
system. The biodefense system also
replaces current MERV or other filters
in the system to avoid static pressure rise
and increased power requirements.

Johnson Controls Joins In
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Other companies stepping up to
help facilities maintain healthy and safe
air include Johnson Controls, a global
leader in smart, healthy and sustainable
buildings. It recently introduced the new
ENVIRCO IsoClean CM Portable HEPA
Air Cleaning System from KOCH Filter.
IsoClean CM provides the optimum
combination of efficient HEPA air cleaning
with multiple air changes per hour to
continually improve indoor air quality
(IAQ) and help minimize the spread of
airborne pathogens including COVID-19.
IsoClean CM comes equipped with
two air filters – a MERV-8 anti-microbial
prefilter to capture large pollutants
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sales@hopeswindows.com
www.HopesCorrectional.com
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Firms Team Up on Detection
Meanwhile, for facilities seeking to
boost their security maintenance while
combatting the coronavirus, Gallagher
Security, a global leader in access control
solutions, and Invixium, a premier
manufacturer of innovative touchless
biometric solutions, have announced a
next-level, integrated solution to address
the global market’s immediate, healthoriented needs.
IXM TITAN with Enhancement Kit is
Invixium’s flagship biometric reader and
hallmark of its COVID-19 solution, which
delivers simultaneous face recognition
and elevated body temperature detection
at the medial canthus (tear duct).
Through this integrated solution, TITAN
will now communicate health events
such as temperature screening and
mask detection to Gallagher’s security
management
platform,
Command
Centre. Alarm notification events – such
as elevated body temperature or the
absence of a face mask – will be captured
in Command Centre’s Alarm Viewer.
Furthermore,
this
seamless
integration allows users of Command
Centre to perform biometric enrollment
and device management directly within
the Gallagher software, along with twoway synchronization of cardholders and
access groups. This integration also
supports multiple access card assignment
(up to 10 cards per cardholder) so
businesses that issue more than one
card to the same person can fully employ
TITAN’s card-reading features.
“At Gallagher, we place high
importance on offering our customers
high-security solutions that meet their

Photo Credit: Johnson Controls

and a high-capacity HEPA filter. The
unit is designed to draw unfiltered air
into the lower portion of the unit, then
pass through a two-inch antimicrobial
prefilter before passing through the
99.97% efficient HEPA filter. A variable
speed centrifugal blower with adjustable
fan speeds controls the number of air
changes per hour to support a variety of
room sizes from 400 to 1,700 cubic feet
per minute (CFM).
IsoClean CM is ideal for a variety of
correctional environments, including
medical spaces, correctional facilities
and rehab facilities, and working spaces.
A unit can be rolled from one room to
another and easily fits into areas with
limited floor space. The 115-volt unit
plugs into a standard wall receptacle
and is designed to produce a very low
operating noise level to work efficiently
in almost any environment. At minimum
airflow, the sound level is a negligible
48 dBA. At maximum airflow, the sound
level is 69 dBA (comparable to a normal
conversation from three feet away).
This unit can also serve as an easy
and economical solution for creating a
negative pressure, isolation room. Simply
roll IsoClean CM into a standard room,
connect flexible ducting to the optional
14-inch collar on top of the unit and vent
the purified air to the exterior through a
window or wall.
IsoClean CM is available with a variety
of options including a UL UV-C light –
which operates continuously while the
unit is in use. Other options include a
carbon prefilter, 100% exhaust duct collar,
directional discharge kit, room pressure
monitor, and annunciator.

IsoClean units can be easily moved from one space to another depending on current needs.

ever-changing needs,” said Mark Junge,
Global General Manager for Security
at Gallagher. “This drive has put us at
the forefront of security providers and
led us to integrate with Invixium, whose
rapid, touchless face recognition and
temperature screening (while wearing
a protective mask) solution adds highly
sought-after features to our portfolio. We
are excited about the additional value
this integration contributes to creating a
safe and assured future for our customers
globally.”
Gallagher is a technology leader in

COMMITTED TO TRANSFORMATIVE JUSTICE DESIGN
FOR RESTORATIVE OUTCOMES
James Beight, AIA, LEED AP • jbeight@dewberry.com • 703.698.9052
Pictured Above: Town of Vienna Police Station, Vienna, VA
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integrated access control, intruder alarms
management, and perimeter protection.
Gallagher’s security solutions are in use
within the highest levels of national and
local government, military, commercial,
industrial, healthcare, transportation, and
academic organizations in more than 130
countries
Video Visitation Pilot Debuts at
Nebraska Women’s Facility
With in-person visitation still remaining
problematic, maintaining remote visitation
options has become even more integral to
correctional facilities. A video visitation
program was launched recently at the
Nebraska Correctional Center for Women
(NCCW). The pilot project is the second
such program of its type to be initiated by
the Nebraska Department of Correctional
Services (NDCS) in recent months.
“COVID-19 certainly challenged our
ability to have people come into the facility
last year,” said NCCW Warden Angela
Folts-Oberle. “In addition, we recognize
that making the trip to York is not always
convenient, especially in the winter
months. Providing this opportunity for
the women to use video technology to see
their children and other family members
and friends is something we definitely
want to try.”
Video visits are conducted through
kiosks located in NCCW’s housing units.
Visits cost $10 for 30 minutes. Visits
must be scheduled through JPay, which
provides the technology for the program.
“Visits need to be scheduled at
least seven days in advance,” noted
Dawn-Renee Smith, deputy director for
programs. “This will allow staff to ensure
that all of the requirements around each
visit are met and approved in advance.”
Recently, NDCS announced a separate
video visitation pilot at the Work Ethic

See Maintenance Report, page 31
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Case Study: New Military Correctional Facility Makes Progress
Partnerships Drive Big Project in Washington State
Project Background
Groundbreaking ceremonies
were held in March 2020 at the Joint

Regional Base Lewis-McChord for the
new regional correctional facility. The
design build team of Walsh Federal JV
and DLR Group was selected to build
the $77.3 million project owned by the US

The new facility is expected to open in October 2022.

Army Corps of Engineers (USACE).
The primary facilities to be constructed
include a main correctional facility
(capacity for 165 beds), power plant and
integrated perimeter security fence. The
expected opening of the facility
is October 2022.
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The Collaborative Process
Walsh Federal JV and
DLR Group immediately engaged with
key subcontractors and trade partners
via weekly virtual meetings. Working
collaboratively as a single contractual
team encourages immediate response
and resolution to constructability
questions or requests for change. It also
established a foundation for maximizing
the benefits of collaboration from project
award through closeout.
The collaborative process of the
design-build approach utilizes and
encourages teamwork, develops
deeper levels of cooperation, stimulates
information sharing, enhances
transparent communication between
project members and improves the
overall quality and project completion.
This minimizes many of the issues
around material detailing, availability,
installation, and overall timing because
the decisions are happening when the
project is being built rather than months,
or even years, down the road. Erica
Loynd describes the coordination
efforts, “Working with Oldcastle during
the shop review process was day to
day communications to ensure the
equipment was being installed exactly
as necessary to meet the UFC, ACA,
and owner RFP requirements. We talked
about all implications of an item being
moved or adjusted at a level of fractions
of inches. We were able to innovate how
the building would be built around the
cells in place so no other subs would be
impacted. Walking through the mock
up built trust is everyone that this
product would successfully meet the
requirements of security combined with
the durability and material palette for
operations.”
True collaboration occurs when a

diverse group of partners work together
to achieve a project that meets, and even
exceeds, the requirements of the scope
of work. When it all comes together,
all parties – the owner, design team,
builders, and end users – can appreciate
the benefit of the collective critical
thinking. The Walsh Federal JV DesignBuild Team accomplished just that. “We
established strategic alliances with key
partners, which proved to be a recipe
for success when we were awarded
the project in November of 2019”, said
Julio Iguina, Walsh Federal JV Project
Executive. “Our team hit the ground
running, and quickly progressed into the
design development phase. Each partner
brought specific areas of expertise
(i.e., Justice & Correctional, DOD /
Federal, Precast & Prefabrication)
that complemented each other, further
enhancing our team’s partnership and
vision of what a successful project would
look like.”
The results of collaboration
are immediately apparent,
including accelerated schedule, custom
products that can be manufactured
only because the team asked the right
questions, an installation method that
made the field work occur without typical
errors or re-work. Tom James, Project
Manager with Oldcastle Infrastructure
which provided precast housing
commented, “We provided value to the
Walsh/DLR Design-Build team through
design assist services, value engineering,
budgeting and schedule development.
The collaborative effort between the
Army Corp of Engineers (Owners),
Walsh Federal JV (General Contractor),
and DLR Group (Architect/Engineer)
was key to the project’s success focusing
on constructability, cost benefits, and
schedule enhancements. If collaboration
is approached properly, the benefits can
be critical to a project.”
Walsh Federal JV—Design Builder
Founded in 1898, The Walsh Group
is a fourth-generation family owned
business providing design, build,
finance and operation for a wide variety
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The Collaborative Process
Walsh Federal JV and
DLR Group immediately engaged with
key subcontractors and trade partners
via weekly virtual meetings. Working
collaboratively as a single contractual
team encourages immediate response
and resolution to constructability
questions or requests for change. It also
established a foundation for maximizing
the benefits of collaboration from project
award through closeout.
The collaborative process of the
design-build approach utilizes and
encourages teamwork, develops
deeper levels of cooperation, stimulates
information sharing, enhances
transparent communication between
project members and improves the
overall quality and project completion.
This minimizes many of the issues
around material detailing, availability,
installation, and overall timing because
the decisions are happening when the
project is being built rather than months,
or even years, down the road. Erica
Loynd describes the coordination
efforts, “Working with Oldcastle during
the shop review process was day to
day communications to ensure the
equipment was being installed exactly
as necessary to meet the UFC, ACA,
and owner RFP requirements. We talked
about all implications of an item being
moved or adjusted at a level of fractions
of inches. We were able to innovate how
the building would be built around the
cells in place so no other subs would be
impacted. Walking through the mock
up built trust is everyone that this
product would successfully meet the
requirements of security combined with
the durability and material palette for
operations.”
True collaboration occurs when a

diverse group of partners work together
to achieve a project that meets, and even
exceeds, the requirements of the scope
of work. When it all comes together,
all parties – the owner, design team,
builders, and end users – can appreciate
the benefit of the collective critical
thinking. The Walsh Federal JV DesignBuild Team accomplished just that. “We
established strategic alliances with key
partners, which proved to be a recipe
for success when we were awarded
the project in November of 2019”, said
Julio Iguina, Walsh Federal JV Project
Executive. “Our team hit the ground
running, and quickly progressed into the
design development phase. Each partner
brought specific areas of expertise
(i.e., Justice & Correctional, DOD /
Federal, Precast & Prefabrication)
that complemented each other, further
enhancing our team’s partnership and
vision of what a successful project would
look like.”
The results of collaboration
are immediately apparent,
including accelerated schedule, custom
products that can be manufactured
only because the team asked the right
questions, an installation method that
made the field work occur without typical
errors or re-work. Tom James, Project
Manager with Oldcastle Infrastructure
which provided precast housing
commented, “We provided value to the
Walsh/DLR Design-Build team through
design assist services, value engineering,
budgeting and schedule development.
The collaborative effort between the
Army Corp of Engineers (Owners),
Walsh Federal JV (General Contractor),
and DLR Group (Architect/Engineer)
was key to the project’s success focusing
on constructability, cost benefits, and
schedule enhancements. If collaboration
is approached properly, the benefits can
be critical to a project.”
Walsh Federal JV—Design Builder
Founded in 1898, The Walsh Group
is a fourth-generation family owned
business providing design, build,
finance and operation for a wide variety
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development. The collaborative effort was key to the
project’s success focusing towards constructability,
cost benefits and schedule enhancements.
The Auburn, WA facility will produce and ship over
80,000 cubic yards of precast concrete products over
the course of a year. Plant capacity, quality control
programs, committed project staff and a rich history
of delivering challenging and complex projects on-time
and within budget made Oldcastle Infrastructure a
valuable partner.
The venue will include a main facility with
capacity for 165 beds.

of construction projects. Walsh is consistently listed
among the largest contractor in the United States,
operating out of 21 strategically located regional offices
across North America.
Walsh has a proven reputation in delivering the
highest quality building projects, with broad and varied
sector experience. Projects range from a wide variety of
markets such as office, retail, residential and mixed-use
developments to facilities built for highly specialized
purposes such as correctional, intelligence analysis,
laboratory, warehouse distribution and many more.
Walsh has completed more than $800 million in
correctional and justice facility projects for federal,
state and local authorities. Ranked as one of the
largest correctional facility builders by Engineering
News-Record, Walsh’s experience working in the
correctional sector provides the knowledge required to
complete projects in compliance with stringent security
requirements, aggressive schedules and specialty
building system requirements.
DLR Group—Design Architect/Engineer
With offices around the globe, DLR Group is an
award-winning integrated design firm with nearly
1200 dedicated employee owners.
Core areas of expertise include architecture,

engineering, interiors, and planning for new
construction, renovation, and adaptive reuse services
for a variety of Civic, Courts, Public Safety, and
Corrections/Detention projects. In addition to Justice
+ Civic project, DLR Group’s market sector work
includes Energy Services, Federal Markets, Higher
Education, Hospitality, Housing, K-12 Education,
Museums, Performing Arts, Retail/Mixed-Use, Sports,
and Workplace.
As stewards of the public built environment, DLR
Group’s Justice+Civic Studio elevates behavioral,
environmental, and social betterment, with emphasis
on healing, equity, and transformation for the
individual and community. DLR Group is leading a
paradigm change in corrections and detention design
to return the focus on rehabilitative solutions that
educate and socialize people back into society.
Other DLR Group correction and detention
projects include:
• John E. Polk Correctional Facility Expansion,
Sanford, FL
• Campus Kilpatrick Juvenile Facility, Malibu CA
• Skagit County Community Justice Center, Mount
Vernon WA
• Bledsoe County Correctional Complex, Pikeville
TN
Oldcastle Infrastructure—Precast Cell
Manufacturer
Oldcastle Infrastructure’s primary role
was to supply 104 precast cell units for the
housing pods. Oldcastle and their vendor
partners aided the Walsh Construction/
DLR Group team with design assist services,
value engineering, budgeting and schedule

Durable design from a trusted resource.
Correctional facilities rely on Milnor Laundry Machinery
for its simplicity and durability.
Call 504-712-7656, email milnorinfo@milnor.com
for your FREE Correctional Laundry Planning File today.

www.milnor.com
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For more than 25 years, Oldcastle Infrastructure
Modular Group has supplied over 63,000 precast
correctional cells for military, federal, state, county
and private facilities. Current backlog includes the
Sarpy County Jail Papillion, NE, Greene County
Jail Springfield, MO, State of Nebraska Lincoln
Correctional Expansion Lincoln, NE, Maine
Correctional Center Windham, ME and Bucks County
Women’s Correctional Facility Expansion Doylestown,
PA.

Joe McKenna is the business development manager
at Oldcastle Infrastructure, a CRH company—and an
industry leader in engineered building solutions, with 80
manufacturing locations throughout the U.S.
Photo Credit: Walsh Federal JV

Walsh Federal JV is handling the construction end of
the design-build project.

Project Data: JOINT
REGIONAL CORRECTIONAL FACILITY
• Owner – Army Corp of Engineers
• Facility Type – Correctional Facility
• Type of precast cell – Front Chase
• Number of precast cells – 104
• Production Start Date – October 2020
• Production Completion Date – February 2021
• Oldcastle Production Facility – Auburn, WA
• Oldcastle Project Manager – Thomas James
• Architect – DLR Group/Architect Erica Loynd
• Design Builder – Walsh Federal JV/PE Julio
Iguina Mendez
• Plumbing Fixture Manufacturer – Willoughby
Industries
• Lighting Fixture Manufacturer – Kenall Lighting
• Detention Equipment Manufacturer – Viking
Products
• Glazing – Global Security Glazing
• Detention Hollow Metal Door Manufacturer Claborn Manufacturing
•Windows – Hope’s
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What Keeps Me Up at Night
Maintenance. Necessary, or a Waste of Time and Money?
By Greg Offner
For many of us, there are two major
purchases we will make in our life, a
house and a automobile. Both have high
initial first cost and will require care to
maintain the function and operation of
the purchase. Extending the life cycle
of buildings, products and the systems
they employ is a major cost contributor to
operational expenses at every building.
The same goes with our automobiles.
Regular service can help keep our engine
running at peak performance, while
washing and cleaning the exterior and
interior can help maintain its value. What
is keeping me up lately is the nagging
question; is it worth it?
My Dad was a numbers guy. No, he
wasn’t a bookie, he was an accountant.
He was also a cost versus benefit versus
value analysis guy, looked at every
facet of a purchase in order to justify an
expense. For example: my Dad viewed
automobiles as transportation. To him, a
Ford had as much value as a Mercedes
Benz. It got you where you wanted to go.
The Ford had a lower cost to maintain
and got better gas mileage so for him,
buying a Ford was a win, win, even
though he could afford a Mercedes.
Dad was fastidious when it came to car
maintenance. “By the book” he, the old
Navy man would say. “Take care of your
car it will take care of you.” Dad also had
an expression he used in his trade; “keep
your pencils sharp”. Please have this
axiom in mind for later in this article.
What does the term maintenance
mean?
According to Wikipedia, the technical
meaning of the term maintenance
reports “a functional checks, servicing,
repairing, or replacing of necessary
devices, equipment, machinery, building
infrastructure, and supporting utilities
in industrial, business, and residential
installations.” No tossing and turning
over this terminology, right? Wait, there
is more! Yes, more terminology, more
types of maintenance, processes and
programs out there has me fluffing my
pillow with a baseball bat!
Over time, the word maintenance has
come to include multiple wordings that
describe various cost-effective practices
to keep equipment operational. Allow
me to introduce you to the realm of
maintenance terminology; Operational,
Preventative and Corrective. A preamble:
I am not a maintenance expert. I am in
the maintenance user group called “I will
fix it before or after it breaks down or
stops working.”
Operational Maintenance – The
sum of all that is practical.

Operational maintenance is what
most people perform, many public
buildings utilize this category of
maintenance to describe taking care of

and minor maintenance of equipment
and systems. Operational maintenance
normally consists of inspecting, cleaning,
servicing, preserving, lubricating,

and adjusting, as required. Such
maintenance may also include minor
parts replacement. A benefit of the
Operational maintenance process is you
can get a better night sleep. For the most
part, this type of maintenance does not
require the cadre of staff performing the
work to have highly technical skills or to
perform actual repairs. When something

CONDITIONING PUMPS
The Vaughan Conditioning Pump is a beast
just below the surface. We mounted our
submersible Chopper Pump to a portable stand
and super-charged it with a high-velocity mixing
nozzle. The result is a powerful pump that can
be used in multiple applications at a single site.
Choose the unmatched reliability of Vaughan.

888-249-CHOP | ChopperPumps.com
RECIRCULATE WET WELLS | REMOVE FLOATING MATS | RESUSPEND SOLIDS
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breaks or fails one would call in a service contractor
who would provide the detailed technical knowledge of
the equipment’s or system’s function and design. The
experts will either recommend repair or replacement.
Preventative Maintenance – Think perpetual
care, like a cemetery
Preventative maintenance techniques are designed
to regularly maintain the condition of in-service
equipment. A benefit of a preventative maintenance
program is it will help estimate when, and how much
maintenance should be performed. Think of it like
your warranty booklet in an automobile and the regular
check-ups it requires. Easy sleeping when you operate
an effective preventive maintenance program. This is
not your regular break and fix maintenance program,
rather, a planned approach to keeping things ship
shape. This approach is expensive to run but promises
cost savings over Operational maintenance programs
because equipment usually operates beyond the planned
service life. Maintenance is performed to extend the
useful life of the systems or materials and detailed
service occurs when prescribed by the manufacturer or
necessary for operational compliance. There are several
companies who provide these services if you do not
have the expertise in-house. CGL, a regular advertiser
in Correctional News is one of these Maintenance and
Service companies.
Corrective Maintenance – If it ain’t broke,
don’t fix it
Corrective maintenance is a maintenance task
performed to identify, isolate, and rectify a fault
so that the failed equipment, machine, or system
can be restored to an operational condition within
the tolerances or limits established for in-service
operations. If you’re an airline or public transportation
provider, this maintenance program is NOT for you.
Stuff breaks on its own, more regularly when it is not
maintained. Safety concerns are just that, concerns. I

WWW.S3DET.COM

210.714.3015
COMMITTED TO EXCELLENCE
BACKED BY EXPERIENCE
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS
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would be awake all hours of the night if I were saddled
with a corrective maintenance program. There are
many, many public agencies who use this method of
maintenance because they lack the operational funds to
do anything else. It is a pity. I know of a County Sheriff
who spends little on facility maintenance because they
have a robust capital improvement budget to remove
and replace failed equipment.
Maintenance Absolutes for secure facilities
I am very fortunate to have worked with many
great people and several great firms during my career.
One of those great people is Tom Pilson, Partner
and Vice President of Public Safety and Security
division at PSE. Talk about industry experts? Tom
is one I consider to be at the top of the list. I asked
Tom for some examples of the “absolutely must do”
maintenance items on Correctional Facilities. I think
Mr. Pilson’s examples are spot on, and absolutely vital
to safety and security.
Doors and Hardware
PSE recommends, and I agree, developing a
preventative maintenance program that would operate
on a six-month cycle. As an example, start at Door
001 on Day 1 of Month 1 and end at Door 999 on
Day 30 of Month number 6. This primarily involves a
Maintenance Department developing a schedule for all
detention hardware and opening within the building.
As well, each time Maintenance is called to adjust or
fix a door during this period, it is recommended they
perform a full preventative maintenance audit. It is
important while performing preventative maintenance
to look for the following issues:
• Check deadlock actuator to ensure proper
deadlock function of bolt/latch.
• Ensure drive plate is secured to cylinder, if not,
keys may stick in lock.
• Check the door and frame to ensure they are
level, square, and plumb.
• Check for 1/8” opening between the
door frame and lock side of the door. Anything
greater may prevent the deadlock actuator
from engaging. Using an 1/8” drill bit as a
measuring device is an easy method.
• Check for movement in the door, ideally,
1/16” to no more than 3/32” of movement
(free play) should be apparent when door
is closed and locked. This allows for free
movement of the lock bolt within the strike.
• Check Faceplate of lock for damage or
missing fasteners.
• Check Door Position Switch and Lock
Position Switch function and adjust actuator
as needed to ensure proper monitoring and
reporting.
• Inspect lock for foreign objects and
remove.
• Check for loose screws and inspect all
mounting hardware to ensure tamper-proof
type is installed and none are missing.
• Lubricate locks according to
manufacturer’s recommendation.
• Lubricate cylinders.
• Lubricate door hinges.
My comment; Sounds simple. A six-month
rolling program that repeats, like changing
batteries in smoke detectors or adjusting
clocks for time changes. Should work whether
you have a hundred openings or ten. I am
certain Tom could help you develop this kind
of schedule!
Another element of security and safety

Tom offered was:
Video Surveillance Preventative Maintenance
PSE recommends a visual inspection of the
physical camera occur on a monthly cycle This may
require adjustment based upon the number and
types of cameras at the facility. It is understood that
immediate issues with any camera should be reported
immediately and return to operational function be
resolved as quickly as possible.
• Check physical location of camera for dirt,
debris, or other items are impacting the view from the
camera.
• Check physical condition of camera for damaged
dome, housing, or installation to ceiling, wall, arm or
pendant.
• Check hardware attaching camera to mount to
ensure it is secure and has not been tampered with.
Ensure all hardware is tamperproof.
• Check the Pan, Tilt and Zoom functions of
the camera if so equipped to ensure operational
compliance.
• Check motion sensor activation if so equipped to
make certain it is functioning as required.
• Check live video quality for focus and quality
of image and sound quality if so equipped. It is
recommended to review for overnight viewing as well
as lighting levels can impact image quality. Focus and
adjust cameras as required based upon this review.
• Check recorded video for quality of recorded
video.
• Check recorded video for storage capabilities
to ensure adjustments that may have been done have
not impacted expected storage time of video. As an
example, has 45 days of storage been reduced to 35
days of storage?
• Check archived video storage to ensure archived
video is still being stored at a timeframe necessary to
the facility. Archived storage is video that has been
deemed important for saving such as an incident. This
is typically archived through network storage devices
or hard media such as DVD, thumb drive or removable
high-capacity peripheral drives.
• Check location of physical storage devices/
servers for dust, debris, or tampering that may
degrade lifespan of devices.
My comment; Thanks Tom. Whether there are
two or twenty absolutes yours are great examples of
elements of a secure facility preventative maintenance
for cameras and associated functions. Cameras and
associated observation support elements are vital
to the safety and security of the officers, staff and
residents.
Keep your pencils sharp
Some of us don’t even own a pencil sharpener,
but should one be regularly using and maintaining
(sharpening) a pencil, eventually the pencil will wear
away to nothing because of sharpening. A pencil is
one of those items we use with planned obsolescence.
Equipment is the same. Many agree our newer pieces
of equipment provide better efficiency, run quieter and
may be softer on the environment rendering what we
operate obsolete. If we want a good night’s sleep we try
to maintain what we have, all the while knowing that
eventually, our equipment will wear out before we do, if
you catch my drift!

Gregory J. Offner, CCM, a Correctional News Editorial
Advisory Board member and regular contributor to the
publication, is a senior associate with Professional Systems
Engineering, LLC (PSE).
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Left: Spaces that provide a sense of normalcy while still promoting a
safe environment are a major design goal.
Right: Areas with the flexibility for a variety of programs help
optimize group spaces.

Optimizing Mental Health
Facilities for Inmate Populations
By Jeff Goodale
The transition is on. A whole new
treatment model for mental health is
creating a growing demand for updated
and new mental health facilities. At
the same time, the transition to new
treatment models is also causing some
of the longstanding law enforcement
and mental health professionals to adapt
to new strategies.
Among the myriad changes is a
shift away from isolation to a more

communal approach with direct
supervision. Working closely with
mental health professionals on how and
what is needed to transition into this
approach has been a critical step in the
development of this initiative.
Today, the goal is to allow as
much normalcy as possible, while
still promoting a safe environment for
patients and staff. Here are insights.

Context + Transition
Capture their input, win their

buy-in. To make a
clinical paradigm shift
to a facility that requires
more direct supervision,
one of the best places to
start is to get everyone
on the same page with
the project’s goals. It
is important to consult
with the staff to gain
insights into how
Secure outdoor settings can play a role in
providing a more-normative setting.

Hidalgo County Courthouse, Edinburg, Texas, USA
HDR in association with ERO

Designing for Outcomes
Approaching this iconic courthouse through a thoughtfully landscaped civic plaza reinforces
a sense of community and reduces stress for all those who come seeking justice.
HDRjustice@hdrinc.com
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treatment will be delivered, what
programs will be offered, and what type
of facility is needed to support those
objectives.
Getting staff buy-in for operational
changes is paramount to giving project
teams insights into how to design a
building that maintains safety and
security, and promotes effective
outcomes.
At the same time, as project
leaders are assembling and factoring
data, translating such data into a built
environment that facilities the program
vision is key in order to glean its
value. All too often, over emphasizing
data in the planning process runs risk
of unnecessarily overcomplicating a
project.
From a therapeutic perspective, it
is ideal for clinical staff to be directly
available to the inmates. Older buildings
designed under the isolation paradigm
are not suited to this new approach,
which more than likely will cause issues
with staff trying to adhere to the newer

normative environments
proposed operating initiatives.
As previously mentioned, that is
why it is imperative to get everyone
involved—leadership and staff—on
the same page as early as possible.
Project teams can help maintain project
momentum, which, in turn, maintains
a clear vision of the project and builds
consensus where there is inconsistency.
Flexible planning, flexible design
= optimized built environment. A
key strategy for optimizing the space
is flexibility in design. This will enable
spaces to be used with a broad spectrum
of inmates for different programs.
For example, a facility might have a
day room space associated with mental
health housing, and separate group
rooms for group treatment. If there is
flexibility in the design process, the day
room could be utilized for the group—
with the right furnishings—and the
larger spaces could be available for dual
uses.
It is important to remember that not
all groups are the same. For example,
a group that is prone to volatility will
need to be spread out and may need
restraining chairs, which will require
a larger space for the same number of
people. The more scenarios the project
team considers, the more opportunities
they have to make the space flexible.
Flexibility is not only key in the
building’s design itself, but also in
planning as priorities evolve. Take a
project in the western US, where a
previous undertaking had filled an
immediate need for maximum security
and mental health beds. A master plan
had featured large, expensive footprints
for the buildings—a plan that conflicted
with the project budget. A new project
team created alternatives that were
leaner in terms of square footage and
more efficient in terms of operability and
management – doing more with less.
The changes helped create a surplus in
the budget, funds that were diverted to
another project within the same system.

scope of different perspectives from
different areas of the organization, being
mindful to not allow the loudest voices
to become a focus.
Establish a cross-functional
steering committee. One way to do
this is to designate a cross-functional
steering committee. The committee can

act as a central hub for feedback from
various areas, and extend the reach of
the committee by gathering feedback
from meetings across the organization
and consolidating the data.
Set a constructive, facilityfocused tone. Project leaders find
inherent challenges when gathering

input from a diverse group of people
from within an organization. This is
especially true in law enforcement,
as there is a culture of rank, so
subordinates may be uncomfortable
being candid in front of leadership, even

See Normative Environments, page 25

CORNERSTONE IS THE LEADING
SECURITY CONTRACTOR, MANUFACTURER,
& SUPPLIER IN THE WORLD.

Understanding Current States
One of the most critical parts of
planning is understanding the current
state, which will help create a roadmap
for the project.
Precisely define goals +
benchmarks. Clearly defined goals,
such as reducing the number of beds,
or returning people back to society in
meaningful ways, can help set goals.
Using similar facilities in other
jurisdictions as benchmarks can help the
project team envision the goals in action.
In addition, looking at the metrics can
help target their approach.
Understanding the current state
requires gaining direct input from the
staff who live it every day. While there
are goals for the project, there often
are underlying personal objectives that
vary by work function. Leaders want
to drill down to understand the broad

q PRECONSTRUCTION SERVICES
q JAIL & PRISON CONSTRUCTION
q SECURITY ELECTRONICS
INTEGRATION

q WARRANTY, SERVICE,
& MAINTENANCE
q MANUFACTURING
q SUPPLY
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The Minnehaha County Jail underwent an expansion
to include a new intake unit, additional inmate beds,
a medical unit, laundry, jail administration and
associated support services.

The project consisted of a vertical expansion and substantial
revamp of the existing jail main structure and a building addition
with public lobby, administration areas, intake and more.

The vertical expansion of the jail overcame the
challenge of the existing top floor’s living quarters
having to remain operational at all times.

EXPANSION TEAM
Collaboration Completes Major Jail Project in South Dakota
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facility of the month
A common area at the correctional facility
emphasizes security and transparency.

Constructive Comments
Mike Van Klei, Senior Project Manager with JE Dunn Construction, recently shared
his takeaway with CN from the big project in Sioux Falls, S.D.

BY ZACH CHOUTEAU

THEY

say that “teamwork makes the dream work.”
But collaboration can also make working
on a huge correctional endeavor a whole lot
smoother—as any of the partners who recently pulled together for a
big jail project in the Mount Rushmore State can attest to.
JE Dunn Construction was selected to manage the construction
of the $40 million Minnehaha County Jail Expansion in Sioux Falls,
S.D. Partnered with Sioux Falls local contractor, Henry Carlson
Construction, the company was able to bring their justice facility
expertise into a busy marketplace. JE Dunn and Henry Carlson
have joint-ventured on other area projects. JE Dunn has 20 offices
throughout the country including Kansas City, Mo.; Williston, N.D.;
and Dickinson, N.D.
“JE Dunn is pleased to work with Henry Carlson Construction,
JLG Architects and BWBR on Minnehaha County’s safety mission,”
noted Senior Project Manager, Marc Mellmer of JE Dunn. “The
Minnehaha County Commission Group and The Tegra Group
that oversaw the construction from a client standpoint was very
involved from day one, which really helped the project go extremely
smoothly.”

How did this big project go from the construction perspective, and what was the biggest
challenge you had to overcome?
This project went extremely well! Weather, particularly rain, caused us to pause
and re-sequence activities a few times.
Did this endeavor reflect any recent major trends with correctional facility expansion? And on
the flip side, what do you think was the most unique aspect of the build?
From the construction perspective, adding the 5th floor above 4 active jail floors
was definitely a unique experience with unique challenges. Also, we delivered this
project as the lead partner of a JV with Henry Carlson Construction.
How did the cooperative aspects of the project go, and did you have any major partners in
particular that you worked closely with?
The cooperation level on this project was probably the best I’ve ever seen, and this
is a true statement across everyone involved. The owner and owner’s rep provided
decisions and information in an extremely timely manner, the Architectural team was
readily available to address issues, and promptly responded to RFI’s and Submittal
reviews, and the trade partners took pride being involved with the single largest
project that Minnehaha county has ever built. We worked closely with each trade
pre-planning their scope so that when they showed up on site they were able to
perform efficiently and provide a high-quality project.
What kind of feedback have you received from the client since project completion?
The client continues to be extremely pleased with the project, and the overall
process.
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facility of the month
transitional housing unit, inmate recreation and
an officer control area. The upper floors include
inmate general housing and medical observation.
Another critical component is the new in-house
Courtroom, eliminating the need to transport
inmates to another building, which also allows for
virtual hearings online.
The vertical expansion posed a safety
challenge with the heavy precast columns,
beams, and roof plank, as the existing top floor’s
living quarters had to remain operational at all
times. On top of that, a separate local County
building being used for inmate housing had
suffered a fire, forcing the County to add to an
already near-capacity population. Through careful
scheduling and management with the Jail’s staff,
the construction team was able to erect the heavy
precast structure in a coordinated sequence
that allowed for safe living quarters below, while
maintaining and in many cases, beating, the
installation schedules.
JE Dunn Construction was founded in 1924
and now is the 11th largest domestic general
building contractor in the U.S. with offices in 20
locations. n

A meeting room is one of the many new
resources created by the renovation and
expansion.

The project included an expansion and
remodel of the existing Minnehaha County
Jail.

project data
Facility Name: Minnehaha County Jail
Facility Type: County Jail
Location: Sioux Falls, SD
Construction Budget: $40M
Number of Beds: 385 (new beds)
Area (square feet): 148,000
Start Date: August 2018
Completion Date: May 2020
Owner/Operator: Minnehaha County
Photo Credit (all): Brian Rotert

Senior Project Manager: Mike Van Klei – JE Dunn Construction
Project Manager: Travis Hatlestad - Henry Carlson Construction
Architect: JLG & BWBR
General Contractor: JE Dunn & Henry Carlson Construction
A visitation space at the expanded
and upgraded facility.

Tegra has served as the County’s Program
Manager and BWBR Architects (St. Paul, Minn.),
teamed with Sioux Falls local, JLG Architects,
designed the expansion. The facility master plan was
done by TSP | Shive Hattery.
The Minnehaha County Jail underwent an
expansion to include a new intake unit, additional
inmate beds, a medical unit, laundry, jail
administration and associated support services for
the existing Minnehaha County Jail. The project
consists of a vertical expansion over the existing jail,
an addition and the remodel of existing space. The
vertical expansion includes dormitory housing units,
inmate recreation spaces, officer control desk and
associated support spaces.
The building addition to the east of the existing
jail includes a ground floor public lobby, jail
administration, new master control for both new
and existing facilities, vehicle sally port, intake,
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when their feedback is directly solicited.
Leaders can help by keeping the
tone of the questions constructive, nonthreatening and focused on the physical
facility, rather than organization and
leadership directives. People also will be
more likely to share feedback if they feel
like someone is listening and will drive
solutions.

Decisive Process Insights

fullest by organizing it into usable data
points. Always keep the goal in mind
and design a facility that conforms to
that goal. Policies drive the facility, not
the other way around.
Flexibility and sustainability
extend lifecycle. Industry trends
are cyclical, which means they are
constantly changing. What is trending
at the time a new facility is built may

Keeping the goal in sight.
Ultimately, the main driver of
maintaining a successful mental health
facility is keeping a consistent focus
on the common goal. It is important to
be inclusive and solicit feedback from
a broad spectrum of individuals with
different experiences and roles. Make
sure that feedback gets utilized to the

change during its lifespan. Designs
that exemplify flexibility and long-term
sustainability will outlast today’s trends
and continue to bring value for decades
to come, thereby Optimizing Mental
Health Facilities for Inmate Populations.

Jeff Goodale, AIA, ACA, is director of
HOK’s global Justice group. He can be
reached at jeff.goodale@hok.com.

Key Considerations + Drivers
Factor cost through balanced
decision making. Cost always is a
factor in construction projects. While
renovation seems like a cost-conscious
choice, implementing sweeping
changes to a facility’s design in light of
changing mental health protocols may
actually cost more than building a new
facility.
Considering such dynamics,
balanced decision making becomes
especially important. A new facility
can easily incorporate all the latest
technologies to support programming
needs. And, with smarter process
planning, teams can get more done
in a smaller footprint with less staff,
which helps save money long-term and
makes a new building a much smarter
investment.
Take the example of a facility in
the central US that lacked a viable
medical facility on site and had to have
its staff transport inmates to the county
hospital. The exercise was expensive
and time-consuming. Facility managers
elected to build a new facility with a
fully staffed on-site medical center
where the providers knew the inmate
population and were better suited to
respond to their needs. Bringing those
services in house and reducing inmate
movement outside the facility saved
money in practice, justifying the higher
initial investment with a rapid ROI.
Develop preference standards
and conduct a visioning exercise to
navigate priorities. For budget-based
decisions, establishing preference
standards early on in the process
provides a baseline of priorities that
can drive budget decisions. When there
is a scope, project leaders can revisit
preferences that decision makers said
were important in the beginning and
ask if they are still a priority.
Preference standards also set the
tone for discussions that evaluate
the wisdom of changing course as
consistent answers to these questions
over time will help refine the project
road map.
In addition, a visioning exercise
also helps to determine priorities.
Teams can provide several examples
across different subjects and have
stakeholders vote on such examples
to further drive productive decision
making.

Digital
Intercom
System

MicroComm
Feature Focus #8

400 - Series 2-Wire Advantage
Field devices are continually monitored
· Provides line supervision to each station.
· Reports a fault when a short or open circuit is detected.
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Supports special station features
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door control etc.
· Supports privacy stations for legal counsel.
· LED available for station status indication.
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Industry Shifts, Top Trends and Promising Projects
A Q&A with Dewberry’s Tamara Clarke
CN recently caught up with
Dewberry’s Tamara Clarke, AIA, LEED
AP BD+C, WELL AP, who joined the
firm’s Sacramento office as a principal
and market segment leader for the
justice architecture group last year.
She graciously shared her opinions
and expertise on current trends, recent
projects and much more—including
some insights on the pandemic’s
impact on our industry.
What do you see as some of the most
prevalent current design trends in the
world of justice/corrections architecture
today?
I’m seeing today’s design of justice
architecture shift to acknowledge the
humanity of all the building occupants by
replacing the fundamentals that trigger
negative responses to institutional
elements and providing healing,
normative environments. This evidencebased design includes better acoustics to
remove mental stressors; more natural
daylight, including exterior windows
with views to nature; and improved use
of building materials that are durable
and secure yet reflect a softer expression
and aesthetic. I’m also seeing agencies
who have a clearer understanding of the
diversity in their inmate populations,
acknowledging the specific needs of this
population, and respectively adjusting
their processes in response; asking for

smaller housing units, better program
spaces and specialized medical services;
and almost universally incorporating
direct supervision wherever possible.
There’s also advancement in the use
of improved technology, such as body
scanners in lieu of strip-searches,
inmate tablets for education, and video
visitation. Regarding visitation, a return
to in-person visitation is a requirement
of the state of California, but there’s
also recognition that places are needed
for kids and extended family to occupy
their time while waiting their turn.
Encouraging a positive visitation
experience is critical, as evidence has
shown that rehabilitation and reduced
recidivism are more successful when
maintaining a positive connection to
society.
Can you tell me about a recent design
project that you found particularly
intriguing or significant?
Having recently joined Dewberry,
I’m pleased to be collaborating on
several exciting design projects. An
interesting and socially significant
challenge occupying my time right now
is a study for potential improvements
within the main jail booking and intake
area for a county in California. This was
an effort requested several years ago
by the sheriff’s office due to challenges
in operational flow and capacity issues,

Saguaro Correctional Facility | Eloy, AZ

Yes,
we built
this!

At Moss we have a reputation for building
innovative, award-winning construction projects.
Secure environments protect lives — our proven
building practices provide staff, inmates, and the
public at large a safe environment that will never
be compromised.
Florida | California | Hawai’i | Texas
mosscm.com | 808.585.7900
CGC 1511059
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Clarke

but only recently brought forth by
the county as additional challenges
were added by the ongoing pandemic.
The facility was originally designed
and built in the 1980’s and despite
the county’s best efforts to operate
professionally and efficiently, areas of
concern included non-compliance with
accessibility and the current Americans
with Disabilities Act (ADA), officer
safety issues, Prison Rape Elimination
Act (PREA) concerns, issues with
confidentiality that potentially violated
the Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act (HIPAA), lack of
storage, limited space for arrestee
evaluation, inmate search, interviews,
booking, and holding areas.
This was a perfect opportunity
to learn about the daily challenges
faced by staff in an aging facility, study
how the pandemic was compounding
those challenges, and find mutually
supportive design solutions. Seeing
the dedication of the sheriff’s office
custody division in their service to the
community, it was rewarding to provide
options that offer a safer, manageable,
and secure processing area.
How do you think the ongoing
pandemic is impacting design
approaches in our industry?
As justice designers, it’s our
primary responsibility to create spaces
that respond to security needs and
provide safe spaces for the occupants.
The ongoing pandemic has highlighted
increased potential for exposure to
disease, chemicals, and hazardous
materials, requiring new methods of
operations that must be considered
and increased awareness to address
these concerns. Specialized spaces
for sanitation and decontamination
zones have become a standard
feature in Dewberry’s designs of fire
stations to limit contaminants from

entering a building. This approach
can be reasonably incorporated into
correctional design. Screening areas
at entry points for staff and visitors
provide a front-line defense for
health as well as security procedures.
Additional measures utilizing building
management systems that also support
energy efficiency, like automatic entry
doors and automated lighting controls,
reduce contact points and places where
germs can collect. Environmental
controls for temperature, ventilation,
and humidity, such as occupancy
sensors connected to mechanical
systems can also incorporate multiple
strategies to reduce the risk of
broadcasting infectious aerosols. This
can be accomplished by including
air distribution patterns to move
air quickly from breathing zones,
increasing the number of fresh air
changes within a space, enhancing

See Board Spotlight, page 29

Considering
the human,
social, and
financial costs
of incarceration,
there’s been
more focus
on preserving
our natural
resources,
improved
energy
efficiencies,
and increasing
the physical
comfort of
occupants.
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Open Style Cabinet

Behavioral Healthcare Lavatory

Bolted together with tamper-resistant mechanical
fasteners, the writing surface on this floor-mounted
cabinet features heavy-duty, graffiti resistant,
high-pressure laminate bonded to 45 lb. density
particle board. T-mold vinyl edges are glued around
circumference for tamper-resistance and security.
Panels connect with internal barrel bolts.
10-inch radius curved portions of the legs support
the top and for additional strength are fully welded to
the vertical tubes that support the seats. The tops of the
curved tubes and the tops of the seat support tubes are fully welded to 6 inches
x 6 inches x ¼ inch thick steel plates.

The Willoughby ASWLDR-1922 Ligature-resistant Stainless Steel
Behavioral Healthcare Lavatory is a single-user fixture for
vandal-resistant behavioral healthcare environments.
Willoughby stainless steel lavatory fixtures are all-welded,
fabricated from T304 stainless steel, polished to a #4 satin
finish. Standard ASWLDR-1922 fixtures come with a round
lavatory basin with slow drain; selected valve, control, and
plumbing; and inline thermostatic mixing valve; with anchoring
through the heavy gauge steel backplate.
The rounded lavatory has been thoughtfully designed to minimize potential
ligature points. All connections between the outside plumbing and the
ASWLDR-1922 behavioral healthcare lavatory are concealed within the stainlesssteel pedestal.

Norix
www.norix.com
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Scanner Chair
RSD B.O.S.S II scanner chairs and B.O.S.S III scanner
chairs are a simple to use, non-intrusive scanning
system designed to detect small weapons or contraband
metal objects concealed in abdominal cavity, rectal/
vaginal cavity, nasal/oral cavities, and the shin area. High
precision non-contact measurement sensors are housed
in the frame of rugged Baltic Birch wood that is coated in
RF resistant paint for improved EMI rejection.
The entire procedure takes just a few seconds. Magnetic
field sensors housed in the seat of the chair and the
oral sensor assembly automatically interrogate for the
presence of metal.
RSD Security Scanners
www.rsdsecurityscanners.com/
Reader Service #202

Willoughby Industries
www.willoughby-ind.com
Reader Service #201

Uniform Trousers
These polyester 4-pocket uniform trousers are simple, high-quality
pants at an amazing value. Industrial laundry friendly means that
these trousers will remain vibrant without fading for up to 50 wash
cycles.
Features include:
Fabric: 100% polyester, 7-7.5 oz. per sq. yd./12 oz. per linear yd.;
Twill weave
At-Ease™ slide adjustment waistband
Lined 7/8” inserted belt loops
Heavy-duty YKK® zipper
2 back pockets with button tab on left pocket
Bar tacks at stress points for durability
Tact Squad
www.tactsquad.com
Reader Service #203

Line Verfication Relay

Infrared Invisible Wall

The LVR-1 Line Verification Relay is useful on analog
phone lines and extensions that do not have a method of
monitoring the status of the idle phone lines. Phone lines
can go out of service at any time and without any warning.
The LVR-1 Line Verification Relay monitors the voltage on an
analog phone line. When that voltage goes below 2 volts for
a programmable time, an on-board relay is activated. When
the voltage of the phone line goes above 2 volts for the
same programmable time, the relay is deactivated.

Based on the 100Hz D.I.S. patented technology
platform of integrating the transmitter and receiver
functions in a single column, the MIRIS 3000 3100
creates a true infrared invisible wall.
The MIRIS 3000 3100 infrared beams can be set
to single or dual detection mode. Breaking two
adjacent beams eliminates the dead zone typical in
standard infrared barriers. Mono-beam detection
allows for an increased level of protection, whereby
the lower beam can be set to time-delayed monodetection mode to detect intrusions caused by crawling (advanced configuration
by computer).

Viking Electronics
www.vikingelectronics.com
Reader Service #204

ProTech USA
www.protechusa.com
Reader Service #205
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air filtration, and providing positive
pressure to separate staff, inmate,
and visitor areas all in support of
healthier building environments and
safer occupants. Smaller holding cells
and housing units allow for greater
separation of individuals both for
medical distancing and for varying
classifications. As more information
is learned about the effects of this
pandemic, I have confidence that new
and innovative strategies for advancing
technologies will be developed not only
for today, but ages to come.

do as design professionals to understand
the pipeline and transform the justice
environments? How do we connect with
our communities? How do we begin to
recognize trauma in the home, school,
streets and use what we’ve learned from
trauma-informed design to educate and
inform our society for better outcomes?
This is one change that can’t come soon
enough.

A member of the Correctional News
Editorial Advisory Board, Tamara
Clarke holds more than 30 years of
experience and brings expertise in
various project types, including adult
and juvenile detention and correctional
facilities, courthouses, customs and
border protection facilities, emergency
operations centers, forensic laboratories,
and public safety centers. Just a few

of her notable projects include the
LEED® Gold San Mateo County
Maple Street Correctional Center in
Redwood City, Calif.; San Francisco
Police Department Traffic Company
and Forensic Services Division Facility
in San Francisco; and the North Slope
Borough Public Safety and Integrated
Behavioral Health Facility in Utqiagvik,
Alaska.

In what ways do you think justice/
corrections design has changed the most
over the past decade or so?
The last decade has seen
exponential advancements brought
forth through Leadership in Energy
and Environmental Design (LEED)
and sustainable design education
to reflect a greater appreciation and
responsibility for our environment, and
for the operations and maintenance of
the buildings we create. Considering
the human, social, and financial costs of
incarceration, there’s been more focus
on preserving our natural resources,
improved energy efficiencies, and
increasing the physical comfort of
occupants. The past decade has seen
justice facilities achieve LEED Silver
and LEED Gold certifications as
commonly as buildings in other market
segments, but with greater implications
when the principles of sustainability
and healthy environments are applied
to facilities operated and occupied
every hour of every day. I’m hopeful
that the philosophy of warehousing
people in vast concrete masses has
finally become a thing of the past.
What is one potential change we
might see with justice/correctional
design between now and 2030?
That’s a great question. I’m curious
about this, too. What will come from
the push for social justice? The call for
equitable treatment for all regardless
of race or gender has put a spotlight on
secure housing across the nation and
heightened attention to the disparate
rates of incarceration for people of
color. As such, the general public has a
weary view of the need for more secure
housing, even if this provides for muchneeded medical and mental healthcare,
programs, and treatment for those in
detention and corrections. What can we
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food service operations

By Lisa Kopochinski
The current COVID-19 pandemic
has changed the way the world operates.
Nearly every industry has been
impacted—some more than others.
In the corrections industry, there
remains an urgent need to deliver
meals to the incarcerated in as safe and
effective a manner as possible to keep
individuals healthy. This is no small feat.
Correctional News recently
asked two industry professionals—

Keith Robinson, Departmental
Food Administrator at the California
Department of Corrections and
Rehabilitation (CDCR); and Robert
Zachrich, who is President and oversees
Sales and Marketing for JonesZylon—
how the pandemic is affecting food
service/commissary operations.
Headquartered in West Lafayette,
Ohio, JonesZylon was formed nearly 60
years ago, and specializes in a variety of
products for the corrections industry,
including a complete, integrated

Photo Credit: CDCR

The kitchen at Avenal State Prison in Avenal, Calif., has been operating under stricter measures for
all staff and inmate workers issued by the CDCR.

system designed for
foodservice operations.
This includes
everything from
dinnerware, to all types
of meal trays and carts
to deliver them.
Robinson began
his career with CDCR
as a Correctional
Supervising Cook at
Avenal State Prison
in May 2003. He was
promoted in August
2010 to Correctional
Food Manager II
at California State
After the pandemic is over, racks can be installed inside
Prison Solano. He then
JonesZylon’s heated carts and converted to hot boxes so that
served as Correctional
the kitchen can hold bulk food pans.
Business Manager I
at California Medical
Facility from January
2017 until April 2018,
medical diets—to the individuals
when he was assigned
as the Departmental Food Administrator within our care and that the storage,
preparation and serving of our meals
for the Division of Adult Institutions.
meet COVID-19 public health protocols.
Here is what these two industry
CDCR follows recommendations for
professionals had to say.
COVID-19 response in a correctional
setting as set forth by the California
CN: How has the pandemic impacted
Department of Public Health and
your correctional food/commissary
the Centers for Disease Control and
operation?
Prevention.
Keith Robinson: The California
Robert Zachrich: The main
Department of Corrections and
change to our own operation in how we
Rehabilitation is ensuring the delivery
provide our products to the market has
of all nutritionally balanced meals—
been speed. When the pandemic hit,
including those with religious or
it caused a crisis at many correctional
facilities, which necessitated very fast
solutions. We drastically revamped
our supply chain in order to cut our
equipment lead time in half from eight
weeks to four weeks.
CN: What changes have been made in
how meals are provided to incarcerated
individuals?
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Robinson: As part of our COVID-19
measures, meals are served to some
incarcerated people in their housing
units instead of dining halls. Meals may
be provided at staggered intervals to
allow for disinfecting between uses and
physical distancing.
CDCR has issued stricter measures
for all staff and inmate workers,
including those who are in food service.
CDCR requires ongoing testing for
inmates, physical distancing, and the
use of masks and/or higher-level PPE
as indicated by CDCR’s PPE guide. In
limited cases of staff or inmate worker
shortages, CDCR institutions may
temporarily reduce the number of daily
hot meals each day to maintain the
safety and security of the institution.
Zachrich: One of the more
significant changes caused by the
pandemic was the closing of cafeterias

Photo Credit: JonesZylon

COVID and Correctional Food Service

food service operations
and changing to meal delivery to the
housing units. This didn’t happen
across the board, but wherever there
was a “hot spot,” they tried to keep
the population from congregating in
a place like the cafeteria. This spiked
the demand for meal delivery carts
so JonesZylon’s first reaction was to
dramatically reduce lead time for carts
in order to support the need.
The second issue to address was to
figure out what these facilities could do
with these meal delivery carts after the
pandemic is over. This fell into one of
three categories.
Many of these facilities are going to
stay with meal delivery to the housing
units for the long term. This has been a
trend in the industry over the last five
years or so anyway. The pandemic is just
accelerating it.
We designed these carts to be dual
purposed. After the pandemic is over,
you can install racks inside the heated
carts and convert them to be hot boxes
for your kitchen to hold bulk food
pans. We have actually helped some
K-12 schools with this method also.
Some states are creating a “quick
reaction” suite of carts and trays. It is
held in a central warehouse and then
when a facility in that state has a flair
up, they will send them enough carts
and trays to serve in the housing unit
until the flair up is over. Then they will
go back to cafeteria feeding and send
the equipment and trays back to the
central warehouse to be used for the

Maintenance Report, from page 12
Camp in McCook.
“What makes this project different
is that it employs JPay services,
which are well-known to the inmate
population and their family members.
It has a fee, but it also has fewer
limitations and allows up to 30 minutes
of visitation time, which is a little
longer than the program underway at
WEC,” said NDCS Director Scott R.
Frakes.
Additional information about
both video visitation programs is
available on the NDCS website: www.
corrections.nebraska.gov. Visitors
to the NCCW facility page will
be linked to JPay where they can
schedule a video visit.
“We are eager to see if these
platforms live up to our expectations.
Depending on the outcomes,
one or both may be options for
implementation at other facilities,”
said Dir. Frakes.
“These programs hold great
promise for supplementing in-person
visits, now and into the future,” added
Smith.

next facility flair up. In the long term,
this quick reaction can be used for other
emergencies such as facility lockdowns,
a hurricane threat, and the like.
CN: What do you foresee for 2021 in
terms of correctional food/commissary
operations, particularly with respect to
the vaccine that is being released?
Robinson: CDCR and CCHCS

(California Correctional Health Care
Services)
are actively working with our public
health partners on a distribution plan
for the COVID-19 vaccine both for staff
and incarcerated individuals. These
plans will align with state and healthcare
guidelines for distribution prioritization
and will aim to target frontline workers
as well as medically high-risk patients.

Additional information will be provided
when publicly available.
Zachrich: It is likely that most
facilities that invested in equipment and
dinnerware to deliver meals to housing
units rather than cafeteria feeding
will stay with this method. Those that
started to convert to meals in housing
units will probably continue to convert,
but not at the “panic” pace.
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youth wellness
“offer a demanding, carefully crafted,
multi-layered treatment experience
designed to challenge troubled
teens and to help them make lasting
behavioral changes and prepare
for successful transitions back to
the community.” The design of any
secure facility should always be:
youth-focused, treatment-focused, and
trauma-informed. Beyond creating
a team of community stakeholders,
hiring an experienced justice design
team, creating a regionally appropriate
program, and abiding by International
Building Codes, authorities having
jurisdiction, Prison Rape Elimination
Act (PREA), Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act
(HIPAA), and Americans with
Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA), the
space and operations should strive as
a baseline to meet and ideally exceed
ACA, NCCHC, ICRC, anti-ligature, and
WELL standards. Community resource
stakeholders should be present in the
design process and collaborative best
practices may require square footage
inside the facility for better coordination
between various agency organizations
as needed.
Transparent, welcoming, and
intentional design creates an
inclusive learning environment with
robust educational classrooms/
technical vocational training spaces,
decompression spaces for youth and
staff, and roundtable breakaways
spaces for daily assessments,
counseling, team meetings, and oneon-one tutoring. Small housing pods
allow for detailed classifications with
four, eight, or 16 beds, and relationship
building. Details in design, which offer
a less institutionalized environment
inclusive of features such as swinging
wooden doors, youth-controlled
bedside reading/nightlights, and
chalkboard paint, allow small decision
skill-building and personalization.
Trauma-informed occupant comforts
must be achieved by appropriate
acoustics, temperatures, ventilation,
finish and colors, privacy screening,
and normative design regarding room
layout and furniture selection. Art,
biophilic design, natural lighting, views
to nature, water feature sounds, and
outdoor landscaped greenspace help
ground youth or staff when triggered by
an action, process, or event. No razorwire is present. Outdoor recreation,
basketball courts, and fitness rooms
allow youth to expend physical energy
while improving team-building and
communication skills. Specialized
programs such as horticulture therapy,
art therapy, music therapy, theater,
or training therapy dogs improve
accountability, self-expression, life
skills, and vocational skills. Technology
and security electronics are heavily
integrated allowing modern, unseen

functionality. Lessons learned from the
current pandemic allow for the creation
of touchless mass-screening, queuing
wellness check spaces, quarantine
spaces, and safe ventilation for staff,
visitors, and youth.
Our five senses (sight, smell, touch,
taste, hear) interact with our seven
wellness dimensions (mental, physical,

emotional, intellectual, social, spiritual,
environmental, and occupational).
Something as simple as a well-designed
normative space, the smell of baking
cookies, the taste of a nutritious meal, or
the sound of music has the potential to
establish a temporary sense or comfort
of home. For a youth to let down their
guard, relax, and smile based on a better

environment, it sets the stage for trust,
therapy engagement, personal change,
and eventually the ability to practice
healthy habits daily – to thrive and
impact their future generations.

Brooke Martin, AIA, CCHP, NCARB, LEED
Green Associate, is a justice architect at
Dewberry.

THE DETENTION INDUSTRY’S UNDISPUTABLE LEADER
IN PREFABRICATED PRODUCTS
• 2 & 4 inmate cells
• dorm units
• control rooms
• sally-ports
• janitor closets

• patent pending modular control solution
• normalized sleeping units (juvenile/mental health)
• program space
• single and gang shower units
• custom units

Unequaled capacity. Unrivaled value.
From Innovative Design to Reality:

The TRUE SteelCell.

2017 marked SteelCell of North America’s 200th successful modular projects.
Contact us to discuss making your next project another success story!
steelcell.com 706.778.9615 mike@steelcell.com
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renovations & expansions
Photo Credit: NDCS

Left: A newly built dormitory at Nebraska State Penitentiary
boasts an expansive day area and other support spaces.

Below: A renovation and expansion of the Maine Correctional
Facility includes the installation of numerous precast cells.

Photo Credit: Oldcastle Infrastructure

Revamp Roundup
A quick look at some intriguing
recent expansions and renovations
By CN Staff
As we move into spring it’s the perfect time to look
at some correctional and justice venues seeking to
renew their facilities through getting bigger, better—
and sometimes both.

Newly Built Security Dorm Debuts in NE
For an initial group of inmates at the Nebraska
State Penitentiary (NSP), it was recently moving day.
Around one dozen men are relocating to a newly built
100-bed dormitory. In addition to sleeping quarters and
a large day area, the minimum-security unit also boasts
additional rooms to provide clinical treatment and other
programs. Eventually, additional occupants will move in.
“This building will not increase the number of
inmates that we accommodate at the penitentiary, but
it will allow us to free up space in other housing units,”
said Scott R. Frakes, director, Nebraska Department of
Correctional Services (NDCS).
“The addition of this housing unit provides us with
a space that is ADA design compliant and equipped
with the latest technology for staff members to work in
and where inmates live,” added NSP Warden, Michele
Wilhelm.
It has been more than 20 years since housing has
been expanded at NSP. Two 100-bed dormitory units
were added back in 1998. Funding for the new housing
unit was covered, in part, from savings realized during
the construction of the 160-bed female living unit at the
Community Corrections Center-Lincoln (CCC-L).
“The potential for further expansion on the
penitentiary campus is limited,” stated Frakes. “That is
part of the reason for putting forth the proposal to build
a new, multi- custody level corrections facility. It will be
challenging for NSP to attain five more years of use as a
high-security facility. We can spend nearly $200 million
34 / www.correctionalnews.com / march - april 2021

to completely
renovate NSP or
repurpose it, in
conjunction with
building a newer
facility.”
The general
contractor on
the project was
Rogge General
Contractors, and the architect was Davis Design.

Major Maine Endeavor
The current endeavor taking place at the Maine
Correctional Facility located in Windham consists
of renovation of an existing building, construction of
five new buildings and demolition of buildings being
replaced. The project undertaking is a multi-phased
approach due to the prisoner movement that will
be necessary to complete the various construction
processes. Facility space consists of prisoner housing,
prisoner programming and recreation, laundry,
dining and food preparation, waste management and
administrative space, etc.
This project will be replacing 240 beds in the
Building #3 General Population Housing unit, as well
as provide additional Support and Program Buildings,
Medical and Mental Health Buildings and other
miscellaneous support buildings. The total project is
valued at approximately $126 million. Building #3 is
slated for completion in late 2021/early 2022.
Key partners and roles include SMRT Architects
and Engineers (Project Architects and Engineers),
Cianbro Corporation (Construction Manager at Risk),
Acorn Engineering (Detention Equipment/Plumbing
Manufacturer) and Oldcastle Infrastructure (Precast
Cell Manufacturer), which had the primary role to

supply 120 precast cells and 30 precast plenum units
for the housing pods Building #3. The collaborative
effort has been key to the project’s success—
emphasizing constructability, cost benefits and schedule
enhancements, according to Joe McKenna, business
development manager at Oldcastle Infrastructure.
The Maine Department of Corrections, Maine
Bureau of General Services and Cianbro focused on a
progressive correctional and rehabilitative environment
for the new facility. The direct supervision design will
assist in reducing operational costs by collocating
programs and services within the housing unit where
prisoners, providers and security staff operate together.

PA Courthouse Begins $2M Makeover
A nearly $2 million renovation project of the Snyder
County Courthouse and Annex in Middleburg, Pa., is
moving forward.
Snyder County purchased the former 6,566-squarefoot M&T Bank—known as the Annex—in 2018 and
soon received a state grant to renovate it.
The Annex is located directly next to the
courthouse. The project includes moving several offices,
including the commissioner’s office suite. The sheriff’s
office will be relocated from a building next door to the
courthouse to the existing commissioner’s suite. The
renovations will connect the two buildings, include a
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renovations & expansions
single entry for security and an elevator.
December 28, 2020 was the kickoff date for this much-needed addition.
County Board Chairman Joe Kantz
said that the contract requires that
renovations to the Annex be completed
within 220 days from December 28, 2020.
After allowing for a 30-day move of the
offices, renovations in the courthouse

must be finished within 100 days.
The commissioners, chief clerk and
human resources offices and public
meeting room will be relocated from the
first floor of the courthouse to the top
floor of the Annex. The treasurer and
board of elections’ offices will also be
moved from the courthouse to the first
floor of the annex.

T. Ross Brothers is the general
contractor on this project. The EADS
Group is the architect. The last major
renovation of the courthouse was in the
late 1970s.

Texas Revamps Courthouse
Taylor County, Texas,
commissioners recently approved bid
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specifications and advertising that will
lead to a full restoration of the 1915
County Courthouse in Abilene.
Taylor County commissioners
accepted a nearly $6 million grant,
which was provided by the Texas
Historical Commission. While the
estimated cost of the renovation will
be between $8 to $12 million, the
remaining amount will be paid by the
Texas Historical Commission using
certificates of obligation.
“Basically, this is the first phase of
our courthouse restoration project,”
said Stanley Graves of Architexas, the
architectural firm hired by the county.
“We’re trying to basically go in
and take out all the stuff that was
added over the years to get back to the
original architecture,” he remarked.
“This will let us kind of finalize the final
plans and get a much more accurate
bid when we have contractors come in
the next phase. They can actually see
everything that’s been uncovered and
see the extent of damage or the extent
of material that survives and so forth.”
While the 106-year-old courthouse
has undergone numerous renovations
over the decades, numerous upgrades
and modernization need addressing.
Such items include electrical,
plumbing, windows, Americans with
Disabilities Act code compliance, a
larger elevator, interior fire escape, new
bathrooms, and restoration/cleaning
exterior stonework and more.
The project is expected to be
completed in less than three years. A
general contractor had not yet been
announced as CN went to press. The
three-story building with Ionic columns
is an example of Classical Revival
design and was listed on the National
Register of Historic Places in 1992.

Ontario Jails Expanding
2021 CMI BOARD

CMI’s Annual Conference & Expo will be held at the Embassy
Suites hotel in Charleston, West Virginia. Conference dates are
October 4-7, 2021.
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The Ontario government has
chosen Bird Construction Inc. to
complete infrastructure expansion
projects at the Thunder Bay
Correctional Centre and Kenora Jail,
according to the NetNewsLedger and
other reports.
While thorough details were not
yet fully available, the new spaces will
boost the safety of staff and inmates
and also expand access to more
programs and services.
The planned projects will expand
on other public safety initiatives
intended to build a culturally relevant
and responsive justice system in
Ontario, according to government
officials. They are also reportedly
part of the government’s strategy to
invest more than $500 million over five
years in new hiring and infrastructure
improvements—aiming to transform
correctional services and improve
health and safety throughout the
region.

trendspotting

How High the Walls?
The Impact of Immigration on Incarceration
By Stephen Carter
In 1965, following graduation
from architectural school, I accepted
employment as an intern designer
at the largest firm in South Carolina
and began what I thought would be
a predictable career. The first project
I was assigned was the design of the
State Law Enforcement Division (SLED)
headquarters (sounds grand but was
less than 20,000 square feet). Included
in the headquarters were eight holding
cells to detain suspects of state crimes
for interrogation.

topic. The East End was a melting (think
steaming) mixing pot of poor Londoners
and immigrants. What seemed to be
contributing to rising rates of crime was
not so much the country of origin of

EastEnders but poverty, joblessness, and,
yes, urban planning. The combination of
experiences between the SLED design
and London East End study began my
interest in “corrections”.
Back to 1965, the population of the
USA was 193 million and the number
incarcerated in Federal and state
prisons had just broken 200,000, or
approximately 0.1% of the population.
The number of immigrants admitted to

the US was 300,000. The Department of
Justice did not capture home of origin
at that time but if those immigrants
incarcerated was proportional to the
general population to prison number,
between 3-400 immigrants would have
been in prison. Jails have always, and
continue to be, a different dynamic and
are thus excluded from this discussion.
In
my
“correctional
life”,
incarceration, during the 55 years since
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By the time I left for graduate school
in the summer of 1967, the SLED
headquarters building was occupied and
the cells unoccupied. Then, the Miranda
Decision was passed down from the
US Supreme Court, and the holding
cells were converted to storage rooms.
The three years at the Architectural
Association (AA) in London were
inspiring and career altering, especially
by my urban sociology course taught
by a far-left sociologist, Ruth Glass. She
had devoted a substantial portion of her
research to Council (public) housing in
the East End, linking crime, poverty, and
ethnicity.
While
I
cannot
recall
any
discussion devoted directly to crime
and incarceration resulting from wellintentioned but dismal urban planning,
the role of urban designers was a regular
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leaving school, has now literally become an “industry”. For
one thing, the general population increased by 131 million to
324 million. Had the percentage of our incarcerated population
remained the same, we would have the responsibility for the
care and custody of about 350,000 in our prisons today. As
everyone worldwide seems to know, we are four times that
number in Federal and state prisons now.
According to the Pew Research Center, by 2065 our
US population will be 441 million and at the current rate of
incarceration per 100,000 would mean the prison population
could increase to almost 2.0 million, again excluding jails. If this
trend was permitted to happen based on how we responded in
the past 55 years, we might expect 150-200 new prisons. Not
gonna happen!! The tide has shifted regarding who goes to
prison and if we need any more traditional prisons at all.
Our system of justice did a remarkably discriminatory job
of over-incarcerating the poor, disenfranchised, and minority
among us. We all know the sad tape: Black inmates represent
33% of the prison population but less than 13% of the general
population. Hispanics make up 23% of those in prison and 16%
of the population. Non-US citizens represent 26% of the general
population and 7.6% of the prison population so, clearly
immigrants are not driving the prison population.
In 2019, 1.03 million persons obtained lawful, permanent
resident status in the US. and 215,000 originated in Mexico
or Latin America. The largest number (353,000) came to us
from Asia, China being the largest number. The evening
news would lead us to believe that we are being overrun by
immigrants but compared to the 1990’s and the 2000’s, we are
still averaging about a million new legal immigrant citizens per

Marketplace
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year. And, if the historic data holds, not many will
require a prison bed.
I know the issue is not legal immigrants, but
we are asked to believe the problem is those who
illegally cross our southern border with criminal
intentions. However, according to the most recent
Pew Research Center report, Mexico now accounts
for less than half of the unauthorized immigrants
entering the USA, and more Mexican immigrants
are leaving than remaining in the US.
So, to paraphrase Tina Turner; “what’s
immigration got to do with it?”. Here’s why we need
to pay attention. By 2065, 36% of the US population
will be non-US born citizens. According to the data,
these citizens will be law abiding and place only a
miniscule demand on the prison system., Among
many citizens, however, the perception is just the
opposite. This is a public information and political
problem, not a prison issue.

But the way immigration can become a prison
issue is if the decision-makers promulgate a policy
that immigrants are going to be disproportionately
represented in our prisons (predicted to be
more than a third of the general population) and,
therefore, for some reason do not deserve care
and treatment that is culturally appropriate. This is
one reason why our “model” for the operation and
design of correctional facilities requires a thorough
re-examination, starting with whether prison is the
appropriate sanction at all.
For a decade, a movement within the design
community has suggested that architects adopt
a “pencils-down” policy regarding accepting
commissions for new prisons. By doing so, the
reasoning goes, America will discontinue the
dreadful, counter-productive practice of mass
incarceration. This approach meets neither the
evidence nor plausibility basis for architecture
that is intended to design for the public safety and
welfare as a core principle.
What the design community can do, and I include
us urban planners in the mix, is to lower the height
of the walls that prevent us from seeing the cause of
social injustice that drive us like lemmings towards
simple solutions, i.e., prisons. Even if I could be
around for another 55 years participating with my
beloved colleagues in the search for a balanced
solution to criminal behavior, prisons will remain an
arrow in the quiver. So, our responsibility is to dig
deeper into the evidence and focus on plausibility.
To quote a former President, “Mr. Gorbachev, tear
down this wall”. He did; we should.
Stephen Carter, AICP
March 5, 2021

Stephen Carter, AICP, is the executive vice president
and global strategic development officer for Miamibased CGL.
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USA

Reshaping The Correctional Environment
The Master Box™ is your inmate property storage solution. Constructed with high impact “no break”
polypropylene, it is stronger, lighter, and more functional than other property storage boxes.
Each Master Box™ is equipped with an integral combination dial lock that can be overridden
by a master key, ensuring safety and protection for both inmates and personnel.

CALL TODAY FOR SPECIAL PRICING

The Master Box™
1.5 cu. ft.

2.0 cu. ft.

3.0 cu. ft.

FEATURES:
• Constructed with high impact “no break” polypropylene
• Eliminates the need for dangerous padlocks
• Integral tamper resistant combination dial lock comes with a master override key
• Each Master Box™ is individually numbered for effective inmate ID and property control
• Rounded corners and edges for increased safety
• Vertical structural columns for maximum strength and impact resistance
• Custom colors available
• 1 year warranty on locking mechanism
• Flame Retardant (Passes CAL133) Test results available upon request
• Manufactured to ISO Quality Standards in the USA

FURNISHINGS & PRODUCT
S
NOW INFUSED WITH

ANTIMICROBIAL COMPOUN
D

USA
Contributing to the
Safe and Humane
Correctional Environm
ent Since 1993

Maintenance Free • Flame Retardant • Safe And Humane
Call Us Toll Free at 800-571-0770 for our
2021 Corrections Catalog
Featuring New Products or visit cortechusa.com

Furniture

AMERICAN
MADE

Manufactured to ISO Quality Standards in the USA. 2021 Cortech USA
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Food Service

Facility Maintenance

(800) 571-0770
www.cortechusa.com

Property Storage

2021

100,000 SF Modular Systems Division expansion, for a total of 220,000 SF of manufacturing capacity.

OMING MARCH 2021
Huron, South Dakota
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